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Term 4 Week 1- Home Learning Overview
English

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Morning/
Wellbeing 
Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in 
assigned at 
SeeSaw

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check 
assigned at 
SeeSaw

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in 
assigned at 
SeeSaw

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in 
assigned at 
SeeSaw

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in 
assigned at 
SeeSaw

Spellings Read, and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read all the 
spellings from 
Monday to 
Thursday.Thursday.
- Write five words 
without copying.

Reading and 
Viewing

- Comprehension
Task for each day
- SPELD books
- Reading egg
- Storyline online
- Starfall

Make sure to read SPELD books or reading on apps each day until you are fluent.
https://www.speldsa.org.au/SPELD-SA-Phonic-Readers-New-Series
https://storylineonline.net/
https://www.starfall.com/h/im-reading/

Writing and 
Representing

- Recount writing 
and drawing a 
picture.

Making Words and 
Sentences using 
word families.

Making Words and 
Sentences using 
word families.

Making Words and 
Sentences using 
word families.

Descriptive writing
(Make two simple 
sentences)

Speaking and 
Listening

Jolly Phonics 
phase 1 and 
Phase 3 (Practice
speaking and 

- Practice Jolly phonics each day, speaking out loud spellings and words from word 
families each day.
- Listen to a story each day.
- Make sure to take a video of reading spellings or a page from a book once a week 



Mathematics 

Number and 
Algebra

-Skip Counting
- Multiplication 
through repeated 
addition (focus on 
grouping)

-Skip Counting
- Multiplication 
through repeated 
addition (focus on 
grouping)

- Skip counting
- Multiplication 
through repeated 
addition (focus on 
grouping)

Measurement 
and Geometry 

Shapes recognition Shape recognition 

Fine, Gross Motor  Skills and Wellbeing
Fine motor skills Practice cutting , drawing and painting each day to enhance fine motor skills. Activities are attached in the 

pack .

Gross Motor skills Practice balancing, jumping, climbing , movement breaks etc each day to enhance gross motor skills. Activities 
will be assigned on SeeSaw

Mindfulness Practice breathing methods, guided imagery and other practices to relax the body and mind and help reduce 
stress.

Other  KLA’s 
If  you would like any additional activities , please view the extra KLA grids at the end of the  pack.



Term 4 Week 2- Home Learning Overview
English

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Morning/
Wellbeing 
Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Spellings Read, and practice 
writing spellings  of 
the day

Read and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read all the 
spellings from 
Monday to 
Thursday.
- Write five words - Write five words 
without copying.

Reading and 
Viewing

- Comprehension
Task for each day
- SPELD books
- Reading egg
- Storyline online
- Starfall

Make sure to read SPELD books or reading on apps each day until you are fluent.
https://www.speldsa.org.au/SPELD-SA-Phonic-Readers-New-Series
https://storylineonline.net/
https://www.starfall.com/h/im-reading/

Writing and 
Representing

- Recount writing 
and drawing a 
picture.

Making Words and 
Sentences using 
word families.

Making Words and 
Sentences using 
word families.

Making Words and 
Sentences using 
word families.

Descriptive writing
(Make two simple 
sentences)

Speaking and 
Listening

Jolly Phonics 
phase 1 and 
Phase 3 (Practice
speaking and 
listening each day)

- Practice Jolly phonics each day
- Listen to a story each day.
- Make sure to take a video of reading spellings or a page from a book once a week 
and post it on SeeSaw .
-



Mathematics 

Number and 
Algebra

Multiplication 
through repeated 
addition (focus on 
addition and 
multiplication)

Multiplication 
through repeated 
addition (focus on 
addition and 
multiplication)

- Multiplication 
through repeated 
addition (focus on 
addition and 
multiplication)

- Multiplication 
through repeated 
addition (focus on 
addition and 
multiplication)

Multiplication 
through repeated 
addition (focus on 
addition and 
multiplication)

Measurement 
and Geometry 

Fine, Gross Motor  Skills and Wellbeing
Fine motor skills Practice cutting , drawing and painting each day to enhance fine motor skills. Activities are attached in the 

pack .

Gross Motor skills Practice balancing, jumping, climbing , movement breaks etc each day to enhance gross motor skills. Activities Gross Motor skills Practice balancing, jumping, climbing , movement breaks etc each day to enhance gross motor skills. Activities 
will be assigned on SeeSaw

Mindfulness Practice breathing methods, guided imagery and other practices to relax the body and mind and help reduce 
stress.

Other  KLA’s 
If  you would like any additional activities , please view the extra KLA grids at the end of the  pack.



Term 4 Week 3- Home Learning Overview
English

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Morning/
Wellbeing 
Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Morning Circle and 
Daily Check in

Spellings Read, and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read and practice 
writing spellings of 
the day

Read all the 
spellings from 
Monday to 
Thursday.
- Write five words - Write five words 
without copying.

Reading and 
Viewing

- Comprehension
Task for each day
- SPELD books
- Reading egg
- Storyline online
- Starfall

Make sure to read SPELD books or reading on apps each day until you are fluent.
https://www.speldsa.org.au/SPELD-SA-Phonic-Readers-New-Series
https://storylineonline.net/
https://www.starfall.com/h/im-reading/

Writing and 
Representing

- Recount writing 
and drawing a 
picture.

Making Words and 
Sentences using 
word families.

Making Words and 
Sentences using 
word families.

Making Words and 
Sentences using 
word families.

Descriptive writing
(Make three simple 
sentences using 
words from word 
families)

Speaking and 
Listening

Jolly Phonics 
phase 1 and 
Phase 3 (Practice
speaking and 

- Practice Jolly phonics each day
- Listen to a story each day.
- Make sure to take a video of reading spellings or a page from a book once a week 
and post it on SeeSaw .



Mathematics 

Number and 
Algebra

- Revisit Addition 
and Subtraction

- Revisit Addition 
and Subtraction

- Revisit Addition 
and Subtraction

Measurement 
and Geometry 

Time- Measuring 
time and
recognizing minute 
hand , hour hand 
etc and also half 
past, quarter to and 
quarter past.

Time- Measuring
Time and
recognizing half 
past, quarter to and 
quarter past.

Fine, Gross Motor  Skills and Wellbeing
Fine motor skills Practice cutting , drawing and painting each day to enhance fine motor skills. Activities are attached in the 

pack .pack .

Gross Motor skills Practice balancing, jumping, climbing , movement breaks etc each day to enhance gross motor skills. Activities 
will be assigned on SeeSaw

Mindfulness Practice breathing methods, guided imagery and other practices to relax the body and mind and help reduce 
stress.

Other  KLA’s 
If  you would like any additional activities , please view the extra KLA grids at the end of the  pack.



Week 1 , 2 and 3 SPELLINGS
Learning Intention- (WALT)  We are learning to spell prefix words and 
understand their meaning.

Success Criteria (WILF)- What I am looking for
1. I can read the word using Phonemic awareness
2. I can understand the meaning
3. I can recall and write the word without copying.

Week 1 , 2 and 3 Comprehension 
Learning Intention- (WALT)  We are learning to understand simple text and 
answer question based on that.answer question based on that.

Success Criteria (WILF)- What I am looking for
1. I can read the text.
2. I can understand the text or make out meaning.
3. I can answer simple questions related to the text.



Week 1 , 2 and 3  Word family
Learning Intention- (WALT)  We are learning to read blended  sounds and make 
words with it.
Success Criteria (WILF)- What I am looking for
1. I can say the sounds.
2. I can blend two or more sounds.
3. I can use the correct letter formation to write the sound.
4. I can read the sounds on their own ,within words and blend two or more 
sounds.
5. I can write 3 or more words/sentences with the sounds in them

For Sentence writingFor Sentence writing
Learning Intention (WALT)-We are learning who to write a complete sentence.

Success Criteria (WILF)- What I am looking for
1. I can use Capital Letter to start the sentence.
2. I can write well formed letters.
3. I can use finger spaces between two words.
4. I can make a sentence that make sense/meaning.
5. I can use full stop at the end.



Reading SPELD books- Week 1 , 2 and 3
Learning Intention- (WALT)  We are learning to read the sounds and words 
associated with the sound.
Success Criteria (WILF)- What I am looking for
1. I can say the sound.
2. I can read the words
3. I can read the words and sentences.

Week 3 Time
Learning Intention (WALT)- We are learning to recognize half past , quarter 

past , quarter too and  o” clock.
Success Criteria(WILF)- What I am looking forSuccess Criteria(WILF)- What I am looking for
1. I can tell all the numbers in the clock.
2. I can identify o’clock, half past , quarter too and quarter past.
3. I can use this in my real life.
Week 3 Subtraction and Addition
Learning Intention (WALT)- We are revisiting some know concept for problem 

solving.
Success Criteria (WILF)- What I am looking for
1. I can use count on and back method in head to solve problems.
2. I can use number line to solve problems.



Week 1 and 2 Grouping , Repeated addition and Multiplication
Learning Intention- (WALT)  We are learning to arrange items/objects in 
groups with focus on repeated addition strategy for multiplication

Success Criteria (WILF)- What I am looking for
1. I can use counters/marbles/pebbles to make equal groups.
2. I can perform repeated addition by using skip counting – for example- 2,4, 

6 , 8 etc.
3. I can reach the end result using repeated addition.
4. I can write how many groups with how many items , for example- 5 groups 

of 3 items each that is 5X3= 15

Skip counting
Learning Intention- (WALT) We are learning to skip count forward.
Success Criteria (WILF)- What I am looking for
1.I can skip count forward in 2’s , 3’s, 4’s, 5’s and 10’s .
2.I can identify the skip counting patterns.
3. I can reach the end result , how many in total.



4th October 2021





Spelling List (un–prefix)

unwell unlucky

undo unlock

untrue unhappy

unwrap untidy

unpack undress

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.











Example of Skip Counting using Paper Clips and Counters:

Use  paper clips and disposable plate to do this activity as show in the picture, 
ask an adult  to help.

OR
Use coins/counters to skip count of Hundreds Chart . Practice 2’s , 5’s and 10’s 
Also practice counting in 3’s.



Skip Counting 
Dot to Dot Activity
- Find the Skip 
counting Pattern –
is it in 2’s , 4’s or 
5’s?





Example of Multiplication as Repeated Addition Strategy:-
What is Repeated Addition - Repeated addition is adding equal groups together. It is also 
known as multiplication. If the same number is repeated then, we can write that in the form of 
multiplication.

.

Focus on grouping items/objects.







5th Octoober 2021 



Spelling List (un–prefix)

unwell unlucky

undo unlock

untrue unhappy

unwrap untidy

unpack undress

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.













Skip Counting 
Dot to Dot Activity
- Find the Skip 
counting Pattern –
is it in 2’s , 4’s or 
5’s?





Example of Multiplication as Repeated Addition Strategy:-
What is Repeated Addition - Repeated addition is adding equal groups together. It is also 
known as multiplication. If the same number is repeated then, we can write that in the form of 
multiplication.

.

Focus on grouping items/objects.







6th October 2021 



Spelling List (un–prefix)

unwell unlucky

undo unlock

untrue unhappy

unwrap untidy

unpack undress

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.

















Example of Multiplication as Repeated Addition Strategy:-
What is Repeated Addition - Repeated addition is adding equal groups together. It is also 
known as multiplication. If the same number is repeated then, we can write that in the form of 
multiplication.

.

Focus on grouping items/objects.





7th October 2021 



Spelling List (un–prefix)

unwell unlucky

undo unlock

untrue unhappy

unwrap untidy

unpack undress

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.



















8th October 2021 



Spelling Test

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.





Use one word from each word family that is en, et and ot and make 
sentences using these words:-



1.Word ……………………………….
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

2.Word …………………………..
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………..

3.Word …………………………..
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..







Write the names 
of the shapes.



Learning from Home Learning from Home 
Activity Grid (Week 2)
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11th October 2021 



Weekend 
Recount





Spelling List (re–prefix)

reread reshape

retell recycle

reuse replay

rename repack

reappear remove

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.















Example of Multiplication as Repeated Addition Strategy:-
What is Repeated Addition - Repeated addition is adding equal groups together. It is also 
known as multiplication. If the same number is repeated then, we can write that in the form of 
multiplication.

.

Focus on addition and multiplication.





12th October 2021 



Spelling List (re–prefix)

reread reshape

retell repay

rewind replay

rename repack

reappear remove

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.















Do the repeated addition as practice here.



13th October 2021 



Spelling List (re–prefix)

reread reshape

retell recycle

reuse replay

rename repack

reappear remove

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.



















14th October 2021 



Spelling List (re–prefix)

reread reshape

retell recycle

reuse replay

rename repack

reappear remove

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.



















15th October 2021 



Spelling Test

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.





Use one word from each word family that is ut, ad , ed and id and make 
sentences using these words:-



1.Word ……………………………….
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

2.Word …………………………..
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………..

3.Word …………………………..
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..







Learning from Home Learning from Home 
Activity Grid (Week 3)
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18th October 2021 



Weekend 
Recount





Spelling List (dis–prefix)

dislike disappear

disappear discomfort

disagree disorder

discount disrespect

disinfect disbelieve

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.



















Make your own  clock hat or clock with cardboard, sticks and glue. 
Show your minute hand, hour hand and second hand.



19th October 2021 



Spelling List (dis–prefix)

dislike disappear

disappear discomfort

disagree disorder

discount disrespect

disinfect disbelieve

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.

















Learn to recognize 
half past.



20th October 2021 



Spelling List (dis–prefix)

dislike disappear

disappear discomfort

disagree disorder

discount disrespect

disinfect disbelieve

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.













Make your own  clock hat or clock with cardboard, sticks and glue. 
Show your routine through the clock.

Example- 8:00 am breakfast
9:00 am Home Learning

12:00pm Lunch







21st October 2021 



Spelling List (dis–prefix)

dislike disappear

disappear discomfort

disagree disorder

discount disrespect

disinfect disbelieve

Monday – Write each spelling word three times.
Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.Tuesday- Write your spelling in white board.
Wednesday- Write your spelling with rainbow colours.
Thursday- Type your spelling on Word Document.

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.







Use one word from each word family that ud and od. Make sentences using 
these words:-



1.Word ……………………………….
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

2.Word …………………………..
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………..







22nd October 2021 



Spelling Test

Friday- Take a practice test. Ask and adult to read your words three times to 
you so you can write them without looking at the list.





Use any CVC word .Make sentences using these words:-



1.Word ……………………………….
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

2.Word …………………………..
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………..

3.Word …………………………..
Sentence…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..












